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Reviews of Books
National History and the World of Nations: Capital, State, and the Rhetoric of History in Japan, France, and the United States. By Christopher
L. Hill. (Durham, N.C., Duke University Press, 2008. xvi + 352 pp.
$24.95 paper)
Historians now understand the importance of analyzing
“transnational” cultural, political, and economic changes in various national contexts, but their cross-cultural comparisons are
often limited to one region of the world because they cannot
read both Asian and European languages. Christopher Hill’s
book on historical writing in the three languages of late nineteenthcentury Japan, France, and the United States is thus an exceptional
study that shows how careful, transnational analysis can generate new insights into long-debated subjects such as the history of
nationalism.
Hill examines the historical writing and popular novels that
described new national identities between roughly 1870 and 1900.
Despite frequent references to significant economic and political
differences, his argument focuses mainly on nationalist ideological themes that appeared with remarkable overlap in Japanese,
French, and American texts during these decades. Similar anxieties
about social fragmentation developed everywhere, and intellectual
elites in each country expressed the same fears about threats to
national unity.
Hill draws on diverse literary theories to develop a densely
argued account of the rhetorical conventions that shaped modern
national identities. He approaches historical writing as a “practice”
that constructs what it claims to represent—the nation—through
narratives about spatial and temporal boundaries. Ironically, the
historical accounts of national space and time typically “dehistoricized” the nation by portraying its “natural” outgrowth
from earlier geographical or cultural conditions. Critics who challenged the national governments were thus discredited as anachronistic remnants from pre-national regions and eras that must
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give way to modern national history. Dissent continued to appear
among political and agrarian opponents of the Meiji regime in
Japan, among striking workers and rural populists in the United
States, and among radical socialists in France, but national historians condemned all such groups for lagging behind the times.
The enduring dissent in each nation provided an important
theme for historical narratives, however, because historians warned
constantly against looming national crises and urged their compatriots to struggle against the internal differences and external enemies that threatened national progress. In “national history,” Hill
explains, “the ‘present crisis’ is in fact perpetual, which is to say
that the invocation of crisis is a fixed aspect of the rhetoric of national history” (p. 272). Writers in Japan, for example, stressed the
threatening imperial power of European nations, which the Japanese people must resist by adapting the knowledge of the modern,
“universal” civilization. American writers discovered a national crisis in massive immigration and various threats to an “Anglo-Saxon”
race that must be protected through “Americanization” or the exclusion of foreigners. The French worried about national “degeneration” after their crushing defeat in the Franco-Prussian War,
so they promoted a new imperialism that could produce a “second
France” in African or Asian colonies.
Hill gives detailed examples of historical and fictional narratives that described pressing dangers and then imagined a better, more unified national future. Nationalist authors insisted that
their ideal nations could emerge only when each individual fused
his or her personal identity with a collective national identity.
These personal-national identities imposed public duties on men
and familial duties on women, but Hill emphasizes that the reigning historical narratives assigned national obligations to everyone.
Although Hill often notes the changing global economy, he
gives much more attention to historical writing and novels than to
international trade. He nevertheless recognizes that intellectual
history always evolves in specific material and political contexts,
and his well-argued transnational analysis is filled with provocative
insights into the history of modern nationalisms.
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